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Pokey is a lot of things; built like a tank, loyal as hell, and...a daddy?Orianna had good reasons for

doing the things she has done, but that doesn't make the guilt go away.Will the new parents have a

chance to become a family, where partnership is the perfect balance of trust and commitment? Or

will danger slice open old wounds and create new ones, preventing the healing necessary to move

on.Pokey is not a standalone. For a greater reading experience, please stick to the recommended

reading order:"Zack" Areion Fury MC book one"Deeds" Broken Deeds MC book one"Dams" Areion

Fury MC book two"Tyler" Areion Fury MC book three"Pokey" Areion Fury MC book four "Sico"

Areion Fury MC book five (Coming soon)"Calix" Areion Fury MC book six (Coming soon)
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Suspense

If you haven't read the other Areion Fury books I recommend doing so before you read Pokey. This

is Pokey and Spikeys story. You see their initial relationship in Dams book. Pokey relieves her of

her being a virgin problem in the bathroom of a diner. Then she takes off. He's being told the entire

time that he's not good enough for her and he's too much of a manwhore that needs to prove

himself to her. He does the right thing doesn't sleep with anyone else for a year in hopes to be



worthy enough for her until a trip to a store where he bumps into her and HIS newborn child. This

brings into perspective that all of the women that have been telling him how unworthy he is have

been keeping a huge secret. This is what happens before this book starts.Let me start by saying I'm

a HUGE fan of Esther's. I have LOVED everything she has written. She is now one of my go to

authors. If you're reading this review and haven't read anything by her. Go IMMEDIATELY and

download Zack and start there you won't be sorry.The reason I didn't give Pokey 5 stars is I felt like

the story was rushed and didn't cover some important points. Here's some of the things I wished it

would've delved into. I'm really surprised we didn't meet her dad or find out anything of her

background from her POV. I didn't understand the randomness of the attack. I'm disappointed that

this Pokey was not the same Pokey as in the other books. I know he wasn't being his authentic self

in the other books but I would've like to have seen that part of him at least once or twice to bring the

other stories together. Last but not least I feel like the story ended without a resolution. I understand

that Sico will probably have the resolution in his story but I would've like to have seen some type of

one in this book. I felt like it just abruptly ended. If Esther decides to write a novella to this story to

extend it I will be the first in line to buy it. I loved these characters I just wished there were more to

them.Once again I can not reiterate enough if you haven't read anything by Esther E. Schmidt go do

so immediately. You will not be sorry. As for me I will patiently (or impatiently) wait for her next book

to be released.

Pokey's book was combined with romance and action which an MC romance should have. It was

fast paced and made you just want the story to keep going on. I'm glad Pokey and Orianna finally

get the happiness they both deserve. It wasn't exactly easy but with the devotion and love they have

for each other they made it work. I liked seeing a different side of Pokey. He was great with his baby

son Austin. I'm glad Orianna was able to explain to Pokey on why she stood away from him after

they met and first hooked up. It's rare in MC romances to have a hero not hook up with other

women after they meet the woman they will claim as an ol' lady but Pokey did it. Also it was great

getting follow ups on the previous couples. I really love how Pokey is with his cat, as an animal lover

that was one of my favorite things about Pokey. Pokey's cat moved in with them and was really

friendly towards Orianna which was a surprise because she's only friendly with Pokey. I can't wait

for Sico's book! We get to see what's been going on with him and Everleigh since he's claimed her

which was a shocker to everyone because he was the biggest man whore in Areion Fury.

How hard is it to gain someone's trust back after avoiding them for 9 months? And having his child



without him knowing that you were pregnant?Orianna "Spikey" her reasons for avoiding Pokey,

which are understandable but he doesn't want to listen. Pokey also feels betrayed by the Ol'ladies

of the MC for not telling him the truth.I love all of Esther's books and this one is no different. I love

how Orianna and Pokey interact with each other and Pokey's cat.I can not wait to see what

happens in Sico's story. Hopefully it will be coming out soon.

Ok first let me state that I hate when woman hide children from their father. So me loving this book

despite this is big. I listened to her side but she never gave Pokey a chance. I do like how Pokey

didn't forgive Orianna after one chapter and he made her work for it. I loved everything else about

this book. This characters, plot, the build of the story and the humor. EES has a writing style that

just grabs me from the beginning and won't let go till the book is done. Of course that ending made

me scream in frustration and wanting more.

Esther E. Schmidt has done a fanfreakintastic job with yet another book! I have enjoyed all of

Schmidt's book but this one has left me speechless. I finished a few hours ago and still can't put

words together to describe why I love this book so much!! I can't wait for more!!

What a page burning book, I could not put it down. I love Pokey as a dad!! Badass biker and

Orianna or Spiky are soul mates, they really complete eachother. I can't wait to read Sico's story!!! If

you are into MC Series, this is one you certainly do not want to miss!

Wow, the change you notice in Pokey is amazing.It's like watching your younger brother finally

growing a set and becoming a man.I loved this book as Pokey is my favorite. I can't wait to read the

rest of them.

Esther has done it again... Pokey is my new book boyfriend..lol I dont think i put this book down it

was that good. I was a little upset how it ended so fast. but now i just have to wait for Sico's book.
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